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Pitch Perfect Conference Recap
By Julie Dillard, Assistant Regional Advisor
The Annual Pitch Perfect
2019 Nevada Conference
(May 3-5) is in the books,
but we’re hoping the
shared moments will
continue to resonate
throughout the region as
people apply and share the
insights they gained! We
met up at the Gold Coast
Hotel in Las Vegas for
this combination regional
conference/mentorship
program event. Friday
evening brought mentors,
agents, and editors together to review schedules, make introductions, and enjoy
dinner and drinks.
Saturday morning marked the beginning of the conference portion of the event.
The keynote speaker, Erin Entrada Kelly, winner of the 2018 Newbery Award for
her novel Hello, Universe, generously shared thoughts on her writing process and
how her childhood influenced the stories she writes now, encouraging us all to
draw on those unique experiences that shaped us and to persevere in writing those
stories only we can. Hannah Mann, agent with Writers House, provided further
inspiration and food for thought with her talk on “Standing Out Among the
Outstanding.” Her perspective on the author/agent relationship and how to
maximize potential for a great connection was definitely outstanding.
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After a brief break, participants gathered at round tables (and rectangular ones and
on the floor out in the hallway) to share work at moderated critique groups. The
generosity of peers and faculty alike were incredible. I walked away from my
group thinking, “What a talented group of writers—so much voice and heart,” and
I expect other groups enjoyed similar takeaways. (Continued on Page 2)
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events. Julie Dillard was a high school English teacher
and recently transitioned to being a librarian working on
her masters in Library Science.
She is Mom to four kids, and is an aspiring YA and
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SCBWI for over eight years and is dedicated to growing
our community of writers and illustrators of children’s
and young adult books.
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parakeet.
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~ Writer Roundup ~

After lunch, Quressa Robinson of Nelson Literary guided writers though a series
of exercises to draw out conflict and personality in their works before a lively
“speed pitch practice” moderated by agents and faculty. These opportunities for
individualized feedback blended with breakout sessions, like the one that followed
by Karen Grencik, made for such a rich day. Karen described—using examples
from real manuscript submissions and rejection letters—a myriad of possible
reasons for rejection. While the topic had potential for sparking some hopeless
thoughts, it was really uplifting in that Grencik gave concrete and helpful insights
into the agent mindset during various aspects of their work on behalf of writers.
Our tireless faculty then sat for a panel on queries, providing that much more
insight into developing craft and awareness of the publishing industry. After a
book-signing event open to the public, and another trip to the Ports O’ Call Buffet,
we were done with day one.
Day two featured that great combination of informative breakout sessions with
industry professionals and opportunities to personalize the conference experience.
We had an excellent talk from DongWon Song of Howard Morhaim Literary
Agency on “How to Pitch.” It was so well thought out and practical—full of “aha”
moments for both new and experienced writers about considerations like the
process and value of developing comp titles. At this point, we broke into writerillustrator and writer tracks for the remainder of day two.

Still waiting to hear back from that last query letter? Not
sure if your submission is up to snuff? Give a critique
group a try! A fresh perspective not only awakens new
ideas and reveals previously unseen plot holes, it also
toughens your skin and bolsters the ego. A writer's critique
group can help out even the seasoned booksmith.
If you're interested in finding one in your area, here is a
current list.
Northern Nevada (Sparks Area)
Who: Middle Grade-Young Adult Novelists-Picture
Book Writers & Illustrators
Where: Please contact Kim Harnes
at kimharnes@gmail.com for location info.
When: Every Saturday, except holidays, 3-5pm.
Notes: Email Kim with questions and to make sure
the meet is on. Cancellations do occur.
Southern Nevada (Las Vegas & Boulder City Areas)
Who: SCBWI Boulder City Critique Group, all
genres

As a writer working in YA
and middle grade, I
normally would have gone
to the writer track, but I took
a detour and participated in
the writer-illustrator one,
thinking I could pick up
relevant information to
share with our members in
the Reno area. I may have
made the choice trying to be
more useful to others, but it
was no sacrifice. The
author-illustrator track
sessions were *so cool.*
Editor Kait Feldmann gave
a talk on the components of
visual storytelling that
opened my eyes to the
narrative possibilities of
visual art. I couldn’t jot
down notes fast enough as
she, Arree Chung, and Ken
Lamug shared their
processes and passion for the craft of visual storytelling with such warmth, humor,
and expertise. What a neat gift to walk away from a conference with a whole new
appreciation for our author-illustrator members.
Looking back on the conference, I’m already looking forward to the next one.
Where else do we get the powerful experience of being with other people who
“get it” and who are willing to share their hard-earned insights so generously?
These regional conferences offer some of the very best of SCBWI. Their small
scale creates the potential for lasting connections. The chance to ask questions, to
see concrete examples of decision making and response from craft and publishing
perspectives, and to visit with fellow writers and illustrators made me feel like I
won some kind of writerly jackpot. And what happened in Las Vegas isn’t staying
in Vegas—not entirely, not this time!
The lessons and camaraderie will inspire me as we move into fall activities in the
Northern Nevada portion of our region! Look for programming after the big
national conference, which offers its own kind of magic for sure, and please feel
free to reach out to me at Nevada-ara@scbwi.org with your suggestions and
requests for regional events.
Photo Credits: Cindy Ritsko, Las Vegas Area Volunteer Coordinator
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Where: Please contact Lisa Hallet
at Clkhallett@embarqmail.com for location info.
When: Every third Tuesday of the month, 6:30pm.
Who: SCBWI Vegas Einstein Critique Group, all
genres
Where: Einstein Bros
Bagels http://einsteinbros.com
When: 1st and 3rd Sunday of every month, 1-3pm.
Notes: Email Shannon Cangey
at tapgirl1@cox.net for details or go to the Meetup page
for SCBWI Vegas.
Who: SCBWI Vegas Illustrators & Picture Book
Critique Group
Where and When: Please contact Ken Lamug
at nevada-ic@scbwi.org for location info.
Who: SCBWI Vegas Summerlin Critique Group
Where: Coffee Bean on Towne Center and 215
When: Last Wednesday of the month, 4:30-6:30pm.
For 2017: 4/26, 5/31, 6/28, 7/26, 8/30, 9/27, 10/25, 11/29
Notes: Email Stephanie Espinoza at
forestjournal@yahoo.com for more info.
Who: Quarterly Critique Group, all genres
Where/When: These larger critique groups will be
held as announced.
If you are interested in leading or starting a new critique
group in your area, please contact Kim Harnes
at kimharnes@gmail.com.
Megan Kellermeyer joined SCBWI in 2016, but she's been
writing about far off lands and people since her teens. She
has created and maintained websites
like www.zomboo.com for local
businesses for over eight years and
sometimes writes for the late-night
TV show, "Zomboo's House of
Horror Movies." Known online as
Jade Griffin, she is both writer
and illustrator for the
webcomic 56shards.com, which has
been running for over seven years.
Whether writing, drawing, or
delighting in the screams of people exiting the home haunt she helps
put on every Halloween, Megan is constantly creating and is
working toward the publication of her first middle-grade novel.
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Author Ity
By Megan “Jade Griffin” Kellermeyer
“Going Down? Listen Up!”

Your life as an author could change in an elevator, in less than two minutes, if you're armed with confidence and a grand-slam pitch to elevate your
project.
The elevator pitch was named for the speed at which it must be delivered to prospective agents and editors—the duration of an elevator ride when
you've bumped into just the right person. It might seem like a simple enough task. The book is written. How hard could a little seventy-five to one
hundred word pitch be?
Literary agent Dongwon Song recently gave a talk at the May 2019 Pitch Perfect Convention in Las Vegas. He graciously allowed the retelling of
several of the tips given during his presentation:
* Pitching is a skill to develop and learn. Always be pitching!
* Make a pitch for your favorite book or movie. Read other pitches. What excited you? What bored you? Why?
* Practice your pitch on friends, critique groups, significant others. When did they laugh or smile? When did they look away?
* Humans are wired for pattern recognition. Capitalize on it! Make your storytelling a match of patterns in a series of events, levying the familiar
with the new.
* Comp titles (comparative titles) are important. Editors and agents are always thinking about how your work compares to other titles. Control what
they see by offering a comp. In the pitch, Comp A plus Comp B defines the territory, and you need to explain how your manuscript fits that territory but
in a new way.
* Make your pitch into something that convinces an editor or agent there is not just an audience for your book but a market for it.
* Your pitch shouldn't give the resolution but include the driving force and end on a stinger. Think jacket copy—the blurb on the inside jacket cover
of a printed book.
* A good pitch has a hook that combines of at least two of the following as its driving force: Plot, Idea, Setting, or Character. It will never have all
four.
While there are many ways to write a pitch, Dongwon Song offered two examples to fill in:
Plot-driven - When event happens to character , character must do action before bad thing.
Character-driven - Character A is a descriptive/interesting job or trait who is status quo. Character B is a descriptive/interesting job or trait who
is status quo. But when chance encounter/fate, they must learn to work together or bad thing happens.
(And the Mentorship Leads to… Continued from Page 6)

Business tactics. The Program gave me opportunities to talk with mentees much farther along the path than I: some were agented; some had already
published books. Mentee Elle Cosimano (Nearly Gone, Holding Smoke) even had a business background similar to mine. She had been in real estate; I
had survived non-profit management. We spoke the same language when it came to trying to understand the publishing industry. Describing her
trajectory, she showed me that my efforts were weak, poorly researched, and sporadic, in such a competitive industry. She found her agent by treating
her search as a full-time job and committing to that job for a full year. Inspired, I did too. Six months after I began my meticulous, business-like
querying process, I found representation.
Writer friends. I had friends already. Did I really have time for more? Presenter Kathleen Duey, at the opening conference at Harvey’s, talked about
having found her tribe. At the time that sounded weird. Now I know she was right. Seven years after my first Mentor Program, four of my closest
friends were mentees along with me, the best possible companions to have on this path. Three of us now have agents and book contracts, and the fourth
is merely a query letter away. I also still feel comfortable emailing former mentors from the program when I have industry questions. They are always
there to advise. We can laugh about my naiveté back then, my lack of direction, and my fragmented discipline. (Some still remember my gloating about
seeing a black bear at the Fallen Leaf Lake retreat and upsetting several of the city-dweller attendees with my enthusiasm.)
So no, I did not come away from either of my Mentor Programs with an agent or a book contract. Instead, I found my way onto a trail beautifully blazed
by others, followed their lead, and finally stopped bushwhacking.
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Journey to Publication
My First Books Were Murder Mysteries—and Also True Stories
By Jenny MacKay, Mentor
Unlike many people I’ve met who say
writing is in their blood and it’s the
only thing they’ve ever wanted to do
with their lives, it strangely never
occurred to me until adulthood that
writing books was a real profession. I
guess I always sort of thought that the
stories I loved magically blinked
themselves into existence, and their
authors were like an ephemeral
byproduct, more akin to wizards or
leprechauns than actual people.
So when I first heard about SCBWI
around 2006, I approached it with an
equal dose of shyness and skepticism.
I showed up at my first regional
conference, took frantic notes from
my seat in the extreme back row,
shyly eavesdropped on the optimistic
conversations of strangers, and then
did what I think most newcomers
probably do—I sped home to type out
Chapter One of a middle-grade
fantasy novel.
In time, I had a drawer full of Chapter
Ones of middle-grade fantasy novels, all of them trickling off into a dark and deadly
forest of terminal plotlessness.
I discovered it is not that easy to write a middle-grade fantasy novel.
Luckily, I was keeping busy back then writing freelance articles for local newspapers.
Among other things, I specialized in crafting glowing endorsements of shoddy
apartment complexes that were not nearly as comely as my flowery prose made them
sound. My editors also tossed a few human-interest pieces my way. I was always
amazed at how great stories could magically arise just from talking to real people and
taking a good look at the places they live. Maybe this was an alternate route to
authorship.
One day, as I was thumbing idly through a market guide, looking for publishers who
might be interested in one of those drawer chapters of mine, I stumbled across a
publisher that didn’t actually want submissions. It wanted my resume and a writing
sample to determine if I might be a good fit for one of its forthcoming nonfiction series.
I’d get a flat fee and no commission, but it was more than I was earning for apartment
reviews. I fired off an e-mail with the requested attachments.
A day later, the editor responded. She was wondering if I might be interested in writing
a book on fingerprinting for their new Crime Scene Investigations series, and could she
send me the series guidelines, and would I be agreeable if they paid me in three
installments as I wrote the book over the summer? As it so happened, I was watching
an episode of Forensic Files when I opened the e-mail. Naturally, I was agreeable.
Within three months, I had written and been paid for my first book, Fingerprints and
Impressions Evidence. Two months later, I received a box with three beautiful,
hardcover copies. I knew I wasn’t going to see any of those fabled royalty checks I
imagine wizard-like writers retiring in beautiful seaside mansions. But a few thousand
dollars for a couple months of work, paid right up front with no lag time, was fine with
me.
And by the time my first book arrived in published form, I was already writing my
third. I didn’t have to pitch ideas. I didn’t deal with rejection letters. Instead, different
editors, working on different series—and even for different companies—were sending
me lists of their upcoming titles and asking which ones I might want to write over the
next year. I was writing all the time. I was receiving regular paychecks. Published
books with my byline soon took up an entire shelf of my bookcase.
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Was I getting rich? No. Were my books international
bestsellers? Hardly. One of my aunts once asked me, “You
write books? For money?” with enough incredulity that it
was actually insulting, considering I’d been at it for about
six years by then. But I was at least able to assure her that
yes, I had a “real” job writing books.
Full disclosure: there’s not a lot of fanfare in writing
nonfiction for the educational market. And not all my topics
have been as exciting as what I now call the “golden years,”
when I cut my teeth on a thrillingly grisly string of forensic
science titles. I’ve accepted many assignments that delved
into foreign territory like computer encryption and
centrifugal force and the pantheons of world religions I
know absolutely nothing about. Many times, I’ve regretted
my egotistical tendency to promise I can deliver 20,000
brilliant words on a lackluster subject in six to eight weeks.
But I’ve learned that when push comes to shove, I do make
my deadlines every time. And that’s been an invaluable
lesson about my own ability to persevere.
Not only that, but I’ve learned that virtually everything
under the sun has some sort of interesting angle that can be
unearthed to appeal to a kid, whether it’s the role of a piston
in an internal combustion engine, or the way human
intestines extract vitamin K from a turnip. When you cast a
curious eye on everything, suddenly the whole world pops
vividly to life.
Do I still have dreams of one day finishing a novel from my
drawer? Of course. In fact, my excursions down so many
hundreds of research paths have populated my imagination
with enough amazing situations to spawn a great many
fictional tales. But here’s what I also find—true stories are
always calling me, too, and it’s addictively easy to get
caught up in writing them down.
Nonfiction wasn’t my initial choice, but thirty-four books
later, I’ve come to accept that it’s my natural writing home.
And to any of you who find yourselves riveted to the
Investigation Discovery Channel late at night when you are
supposed to be writing your novel, it could be a sign that the
nonfiction world is beckoning to you, too. I say give it a
shot. It may not be magic, but you might be pleasantly
surprised.
Jenny MacKay has
written 34 nonfiction
books for middlegrade and teen readers
on topics ranging
from murder scenes
and roller coasters to
mythology and
haunted houses. She
has a master’s degree
in creative writing
and currently teaches
college courses in
English composition
and communications.
She has been a
member of SCBWI
since about 2007 (but who’s counting?) and has been a
mentor for two of Nevada SCBWI’s Mentor Programs. She
is a teacher at heart, and helping writers unearth and polish
up the diamonds in their rough drafts is undoubtedly her
favorite thing to do. She also preaches that a good story is a
good story, whether it is true or make-believe, so she is
equally happy working with writers to shape stupendous
tales of both the fictional and the nonfictional kind.
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Moving forward, what are your goals?

Illustrator Spotlight: Lisa Kurt

My main goal right now is to work towards illustrating
more children’s books. There are so many publishers
and art directors I would love the chance to work with;
I love the collaboration that comes with the process of
putting a picture book together. I want to continue to
hone my own writing and eventually write and illustrate
my own stories, in addition to illustrating other
people’s stories.

For this edition's Illustrator Spotlight,
we get to hear from Lisa Kurt! When I
met Lisa at our regional conference in
Las Vegas last year, I fell in love with
her artwork. I think you will, too!
Lisa, you have such a dreamy style!
Could you tell us about your education
and your background in art?
Thank you so much, Myrna! I have a
BFA in Illustration from the
Massachusetts College of Art, and I
also have a MS in Library Science. I’ve
created art in some form my entire life.
I consider myself both an illustrator and
gallery artist.
Your gallery art is amazing! Did
working as an academic librarian play a
role in your interest in illustration?
I would say that being an educator and an illustrator inspires me to connect to people in
different ways, and both roles have allowed those opportunities for me. As an academic
librarian, I did get to incorporate some design and creative work into my role, but then I
really craved more and moved toward working as an artist full time.

Is there anything you've learned along the way that
you'd be willing to share with newer members of
SCBWI?

How has participating in SCBWI helped you?
SCBWI is such an amazing wealth of good
people and helpful resources. The online tools
and connections have been helpful, as well as
the workshop I attended last year. Meeting
fellow illustrators and authors is critical I think
because this work can be really isolating;
having that connection to colleagues and
friends really helps my process, and in general
how I feel about doing this work.
Do you want to tell us about your illustration
projects?
The illustration projects I’ve mostly done in the
past have been editorial. A few years ago I
illustrated my first children’s picture book with publisher Bharat Babies based on the
first woman Indian pilot, Sarla Thakral. I also do fine art work and gallery shows.
Lately, I’m learning more about working digitally and doing some experiments that are
less to show off or to be portfolio pieces but to figure things out - like scenes and
character gestures. I have taken some courses, and now I’m working toward improving
my work, while submitting it at the same time. I’m also working on a couple of my own
stories and gaining the courage to share my writing more often. I’m still a bit shy,
sharing my writing, but I’m hoping the more I share, the easier it will become.

Well I would say “welcome” first to the new members!
You will find that most of the people in SCBWI are not
only very nice but also very knowledgeable and willing
to help. Make the work you dream about making, and
then share it with your colleagues here so that you can
strengthen it and learn. Believe that you will submit and
get your work published; it may take time, but put in
the work. There is so much information to take in, but
if possible, get to know a couple of people local to you;
I find that SCBWI members enjoy helping each other
and make really great friends as well.
Thank you, Lisa! I agree. If you'd like to follow Lisa’s
journey, you can find her at http://lisakurt.com or
http://instagram.com/lisakurt.
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Celebration Station

And the Mentorship Leads to…
By Susan Wider
If Ellen Hopkins hadn’t sent Nevada SCBWI Mentor Program application information
to our SCBWI New Mexico chapter …
If I hadn’t read it…
If the deadline hadn’t been only a few days away…
If I hadn’t scrambled to meet it…
Then it’s probably safe to say that I wouldn’t be, seven years later, in this position:
Rosemary Stimola at Stimola Literary Studio is my agent, and Simon Boughton at
Norton Young Readers is my editor.
The Nevada SCBWI Mentor Program guidelines were clear: “We don’t guarantee
publication, but many of our past mentees have published or signed with agents since
their involvement in the program.” But when I was first accepted into the program, by
blind audition, in the class of May-October 2012 to work on picture books with Verla
Kay, and then again in the class of October 2013-April 2014 to work on middle grade
fiction with Elizabeth Law, I was sure this was “it.” Somehow, I was finally “there,”
after hundreds of queries to editors and agents over at least five years. Instead, I should
have been humbled.
Agent and publisher did not materialize overnight.
What materialized over the two mentorships was my seeing firsthand what it was going
to take to have any chance of being successful in the publishing industry.
Critique groups. Hated them. Didn’t need one. I already knew how to write. A writing
group would slow me down. Until night one of my first Mentor Program. We had
travelled from places as far away as the UK and Australia to Harvey’s Casino Hotel in
South Lake Tahoe to find that our first session was a critique group that started at 7:00
p.m. At nearly 10:30 p.m., our group, under the thoughtful guidance of author Deborah
Nourse Lattimore, was still going strong. The group’s insights were spot on. I was
taking notes furiously. These people knew how to help their peers. When I finally
tottered to my room and met my roommate by waking her up, the first thing I said to her
was,” I finally understand what good critique looks like.”
Finding the write path. What? I knew what I wanted to write about. There was the
pelican who wanted to be friends with a fish; and the stuffed elephant who needed a
new child to love; and the moth that solved a mystery; and my computer full of so many
cute little stories that no one ever wanted. Thank you to agent Josh Adams of Adams
Literary for pointing out the danger of “cute” in our small group session in Virginia
City. What he liked most about my talking fleece picture book manuscript was the
prototype for the stuffed bunny knitting pattern at the end of the story. So, if I wasn’t
doing cute talking animals, who was I as a writer? I was writing a lot of non-fiction for
adult magazines, so I took a risk and asked another person’s mentor, Jenny McKay, to
read the opening of my non-fiction middle-grade manuscript. She did, and she did not
call it cute. Her encouragement placed me solidly on the path that led toward my first
book contract—for non-fiction, a middle-grade biography of German-Jewish artist
Charlotte Salomon.
Query letters. Couldn’t be that hard. I knew how to write letters. Then I attended
Heather Petty’s query letter workshop at the Virginia City mentor/mentee closing
retreat, and I woke up. The query is often everything. If your skill as a writer doesn’t
show up in the query letter, you may have ruined your chances. My agent only asked for
a short query—no chapters, no pages, no samples—just one short page upon which to
make her decision. So many thanks to Heather for teaching me to get that query right.

Albert Whitman & Company will publish Ghastly Ghosts,
by Teresa Bateman, illustrated by Ken Lamug, on
September 1, 2019.
Jacci Turner is thrilled to announce that an anonymous
patron purchased over 3,000 of her books for the Washoe
County School District. She will present the books to the
librarians at their meeting in August.
Snow in April, the third book in Mary Mager's Concordia
series, has just been awarded 5 stars by one of LitPIck's
student reviewers.
David Michael Slater’s Mysterious Monsters Book Four is
out, and his adult novel, Fun & Games, was optioned for
film by writer/director Jay Lender.
Author/Illustrator Cynthia Kremsner has a picture book
coming this fall: “Swashbarklers of the Sea.”
Javier Medra’s picture book, Sing with My Cat, was
approved for display at a major pet expo in Los Angeles,
on June 29, called CatCon.
Kate Moore’s latest YA book, Bold Women in Nevada
History, will be released by Mountain Press on June 28.
Kristen Kiesling signed with Karen Grencik of Red Fox
Literary after our Pitch Perfect Conference. Heather Petty
is her mentor this year.
Sherry Smith won SCBWI’s Ann Whitford Paul Grant for
her picture book manuscript, Rosie and Bessie. Jenny
MacKay was Sherry’s mentor last year.
Susan Wider’s debut middle grade biography, It’s My
Whole Life, sold to Norton Young Readers. The book is
scheduled for winter 2021.

(Continued on Page 3)
Writer and watercolorist Susan Wider shares her
parcel of high-mountain desert near Santa Fe, NM
with an assortment of hawks, woodpeckers,
coyotes, rabbits, snakes, bobcats, and a husband.
All these critters find their way into her writing.
Susan’s articles and essays have appeared
in Orion, Bird Watcher’s Digest, Kiki
Magazine, Tennis View Magazine, Winter Bird
Highlights(Cornell Lab of
Ornithology), and Lighthouse Digest, among
others.

Congratulations, everyone!
If you have good news, please email
myrnabobfoster@yahoo.com
with SCBWI in the subject line.
Thank you!

Susan’s debut middle-grade biography, It’s My Whole Life, the story of Charlotte Salomon, is
forthcoming from Norton Young Readers in Winter 2021.
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Now Light Up That Room: Tips to Hone Your School Performances
By Suzanne Morgan Williams, Regional Advisor Emeritus
When I walk into an auditorium, I stand alone and do tai chi. I breathe. And then I’m excited. I know from experience you can’t just show up – you
bring the show. Heck, I am the show. So what tips can help you make that happen? If you’ve read my past articles on school visits, you may remember,
“The secret to a great presentation is connection. . . if you do that, you will light up the room.” But there’s a bit of craft to it. We can take cues from
sales, teaching, and acting to help you be engaging and powerful on the stage. Here goes.
These suggestions can be compared to sales techniques. You are selling your message by being confident, interesting, and practiced.
•
Open strong – don’t start with lists of your accomplishments, or with waking up in the morning. Catch the audience’s attention with a story, a
surprising confession (I couldn’t read until I was twelve, or I didn’t want to write this book – that kind of thing), or an amazing image.
•
Be enthusiastic, passionate – Believe in yourself and your work. Show it.
•
Who are you and why are you here? Why should they care what you have to say? (This may be the place to say I’ve written 7 books, or I
won the Newberry, but it’s also the place to say, “I grew up in a neighborhood just like this,” or “this is a story based on what really
happened to me. I know it best.”) Teens especially need some reason to listen to you from the beginning.
•
What do you expect from students? Give them guidelines. Do you take questions while you are speaking or not? Should they raise their
hands or just call out? Of course, you expect them to listen, but how long will you talk? Sometimes saying something like, “I’ll share for 35
minutes, and then we’ll have time for questions,” helps them focus.
•
What are you offering them? You may not spell this out but think about it before you take the stage. You’ve designed your presentation
around your readers’ needs, not yours. Knowing what you offer them will give you confidence. Sometimes, it’s appropriate to just say it:
“When we’re done today, you’ll know a lot more about elephants and how you can help save them.” Sometimes it’s a promise. “I’m going to
share some secrets.”
•
Have a variety of ways to interact during your presentation – a PowerPoint with images that match your talk, questions that you pose to the
students, demonstrations that require a few volunteers, and/or stories. For younger children you can include call and response, short songs,
finger plays or actions they can mirror from their seats. Don’t forget a short reading.
•
Close strong – even if you’ve ended with an energetic Q&A session, take back the floor. Thank the kids and teachers. Tell them what you
hope they will remember, read, and do. You were here for a reason. Share it.
Here are some teaching techniques for audience control.
•
If a couple of kids are talking, wander over and stand next to them as you continue to speak. This almost always works. You’ll need a mic
with a long cord or a wireless mic to allow you this flexibility. If they are on the top row of bleachers (yes, they often are), stand in front of
them and look directly at them as you speak. They or their teachers will get the message.
•
If you seem to be losing the group, change it up and tell a story. Have some stories in mind and know how they relate to your book and
presentation. You can announce it – “I’ve got a story for you.” Just be sure to bring everything back to your main point when you finish.
•
You can stop speaking and wait for quiet. This is a usual technique, and they’ll notice that something has changed.
•
If you are near the end, and the kids are restless, regroup and do something more active. Remember to loop back to your point.
You can ask teachers for help. They know the kids. Something like, “Can you help this guy?” directed at his teacher should start the process.
•
Most of us aren’t actors, but we can take some tips from the stage too:
•
Create a script that you love. Don’t recite it word for word but practice talking through it. Once you’ve got it down, you can improvise.
•
Practice, practice, practice. You need to know your material well enough that you can be flexible too.
•
Speak loudly enough so that everyone can hear you. Project your voice or use a mike.
•
Don’t fidget. You can walk around and up and down the center aisle, but don’t rock from one foot to the other, tap your foot, or pull on your
hair. Ask a friend to tell you if you have some odd habit.
•
Bring water, for your throat and so you can create a natural pause. Taking a drink gives the audience time to reflect or answer a question.
•
Make eye contact. Nothing says, “I see you,” like looking at someone. Make eye contact with several kids in different parts of the audience.
You’ll feel the energy flow back to you.
•
Check your timing – if you go too long, that bell will ring right in the middle. Too short and you’ll have to improvise. That can lead to your
best ever idea, but it can also bomb, big time.
•
After a presentation, make notes. Which stories were great? Tell them again. What was boring? Switch it for something better. What
interested this group? Why? How can you use that next time?
Remember, kids are just little humans, maybe with shorter attention spans or a need to seem cool. Respect their time and their interests. Prepare and
practice. Then give them the best of you. You’ll gain a lot of readers.
This article is the third in a three-part series on giving presentations.

Suzanne Morgan Williams, author of 12 books for children, has given more than a hundred
presentations across the US and Canada. For the last three years, she’s taught intensives on
designing and presenting school visits at the SCBWI Summer Conference in LA. She’s
available for individual paid consultation on designing presentations, find speaking
opportunities, and/or connecting your work to appropriate school curriculum.
Contact her at suzannemorganwilliams@charter.net. Suzanne is RAE for SCBWI Nevada
and SCBWI Member of the Year 2012. Find out more about her work at
www.suzannemorganwilliams.com
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